
 7   Practices: Apparatus and Atelier    

 This chapter is concerned with the  “ hows ”  — some of the practical and instrumental 
matters involved in the kind of artistic or critical work informing or inspired by the 
previous chapters. How would you build an apparatus that could even begin to respect 
a nonanthropocentric conception of living matter, and yet condition a built environ-
ment that could sustain ethico-aesthetic experiment? How would you do that at the 
level of engineering? What sort of organization in what sort of institutional ecology, 
and what ecology of practices, would be adequate? 

 We start with a specific technical application of some of the mathematics, as a way 
to build an apparatus for playful improvisation of individually and collectively charged 
movement and gesture. This is the sensing and media synthesis system built with 
elements of the responsive media installation-event examples populating chapter 3 
and other parts of this book. Then we enlarge the scope to the institutional organiza-
tion and ecology of practices that can house the making and evolution of such experi-
mental research and creation. 

 Ozone, a Media Choreography System 

 In this section, I give a technical description of a responsive media software framework 
that is informed by (1) observing how composers compose a potential event by sketch-
ing metaphorically, and (2) the continuous classical mechanics of fields and motion 
actualizing potential fields of metaphor. 

 This  “ media choreography ”  system, called Ozone, is designed to support dense, 
continuous play. Each of these terms has a sense taken up in the earlier chapters of 
this book. By play I mean unschematized, improvisatory but not random activity 
(from the point of view of the performer). These qualities can be applied not only to 
the millisecond scale of producing real-time media in concert with inhabitants ’  action, 
but also to technical ensembles for gesture (cf. Doug Van Nort ’ s work), composition 
of event (Ozone), and perhaps coding, and to a social nexus in a field of institutions, 
such as the Topological Media Lab. 
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 When we creators gathered to compose the  “ look and feel ”  for the Frankenstein ’ s 
Ghosts experimental performance or the TGarden play space installation-event, it was 
not at all clear how we should go about shaping the environment, especially in a col-
lective circle of peers. We set aside structuring schema such as scripts, scores, and 
soundtracks. In general, we cannot assume that the visitors can play or reperform any 
musical patterns with any skill. Using a multilinear track-based logic puts a cage on 
potential action and leaves little room for improvised expression and surprise. Having 
designers make up stories about what a potential visitor would experience in a respon-
sive environment is not so helpful beyond a certain point, because every single visitor ’ s 
narrative, however skillfully imagined, is just a particular one-dimensional trajectory 
through an infinite-dimensional space of intensities and fields. No finite set of these 
narrated trajectories could ever add up to a thick description of the environment that 
could guide its design, much less its construction. But a fictive physics articulated in 
the spirit of equations of state could suggest potential dynamics as microcosmologies. 
We can breathe life into an imagined cosmology by describing not its exact progres-
sion but its tendencies, a potential field of possible states through which an event 
could evolve relative to a set of affective or metaphorical states. Composers can sketch 
in their own terms how the event should feel upon entry or exit; some moments of 
intensity or repose, or mystery, or ambivalence and multiplicity; what states could 
overlap or blend with what other states; what are one state ’ s tendencies toward evolv-
ing into other states; what sort of physically observable conditions or activities are 
associated with a given state; and so forth. This way, designers can fluidly imagine 
and revise how the responsive environment could evolve not just from the point of 
view of a particular inhabitant ’ s trajectory, but for any and all of the inhabitants in 
any condition (see   figure 7.2 ).    

 How can we marshal all the  concurrently running  and  dense  media processes (not 
prefabricated sound or visual objects!) in concert with both prior aesthetic intent and 
contingent ethico-aesthetic action? Since the media textures may be very finely crafted 
according to musical and visual design, the system should support the control of richly 
structured transformations rather than just  “ random ”  sequences of cued media. At the 

 Figure 7.1 
 Life in the Topological Media Lab atelier-laboratory. 
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same time, the dynamics need to be tightly coupled to the gestures and movement 
of the players in the room, as well as to the internal state of the system. Traditional 
timeline-based narrative scripts and database representations are too sparse or too 
complicated to support the dynamical evolution of fully dense media. Representations 
in conventional procedural languages are too low-level to efficiently capture the rich, 
multivalent or inconsistent semantics of the artists ’  metaphorical designs. We can 
pitch the system ’ s representational structure at an intermediate level between the low-
level response to sensor data plus their statistical derivatives, and the high-level 
semantics of the artists ’  metaphorical talk. 

 A  media choreography system  is a set of software (and hardware) frameworks that 
extracts features from sensor data tracing what is going on in a physical space, and 
creates or modulates ambient media (video, sound, lighting, kinetic material, or 
objects) in real time, concurrently with that activity. The mapping from activity to 

 Figure 7.2 
 Designers ’  metaphorical sketch of a field of potential events, produced during a design session 

at Banff New Media Institute, 2000. Image courtesy of Sponge. 
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media dynamics can follow one of many strategies: (1) fixed timeline, such as cue-
based systems, which impose a fixed, predesigned sequential order on events that can 
only be repeated; (2) if-then logic, which tends to be brittle and hard to revise on the 
fly; (3) stochastic methods, which provide a degree of unpredictable variation, but 
with no ethico-aesthetic  sense  to the distribution — or rather a very particular one: that 
of the  random ; (4) written scripts, which permit a great deal of interpretation by 
persons inhabiting the event, but not by the costructuring software or material. It 
should accommodate all the contingent activities and conditions in the environment, 
whether due to people, the media, or the environment, as well as any prior intent on 
the part of the composers or designers of the environment. 

 I describe a particular media choreography software system called Ozone, imple-
mented by the Topological Media Lab via five generations of development from the 
prototype TGarden system to the present. Ozone has the key feature that the pseudo-
physics and high-level evolution of the climate of the environment can be molded by 
means of a representation that is legible to dramaturgical and aesthetic composers 
who do not think like programmers. Given that the experience of a responsive envi-
ronment evolves qualitatively like a dynamical system, a composer ’ s expressive design 
for such a responsive space could amount to specifying the environment ’ s pseudo-
physics. This way of thinking is quite different from brittle procedural, Boolean, or 
data-based programming logic. 

 A subtle difference between an information-theoretic approach to scripting the 
behavior of a system and the Ozone media choreography system ’ s quasi-physical 
approach is that the latter bets on a radically modest approach to computational media 
as dumb matter. By dumb I mean (1) free of language, even the formal procedural 
programming languages that are operationalizations of the logic that I relinquished 
early in our experimental work; (2) free of intelligence, as in the cognitivist approaches 
of symbolic artificial intelligence; and also (3) free of representations of abstract struc-
tures like hidden Markov statistical models or 3D polyhedral geometry. 

 A key common feature of the media choreography of this family of play spaces is 
that the creators specify not a fixed, discrete set or sequence of media triggered by 
discrete visitor/player actions, but rather a potential range — a field — of possible 
responses to continuous ranges of player actions. But in this family, behavioral tempers 
(or, to use less animistic terms, climates of response) evolve over macroscopic periods 
of time (minutes), according to the history of continuous player activity. 

 The multivalence can be articulated as multiplicity of state. For example, a  player  
could be described as a soloist or as part of a group. But rather than simply flip 
between two discrete player states like Solo and Group, it makes expressive sense to 
generalize this aspect of a  player  to a  continuous  range of  “ groupness ”  between extre-
mal Solo and Group states. One advantage of our physics-based approach is that it 
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provides a level of abstraction between the sensors and the rest of the system. The 
composers can get on with the shaping of experience without freezing on a particular 
set of physical conditions in some brittle, intricate code that would have to be ripped 
out and rewritten should they change their minds. For example, once groupness is 
defined as a concept based on the two metaphorical components Solo and Group, 
the composers can begin using it in the media synthesis engine even as the detailed 
choice of sensing modality and feature extraction method mutates in the course of 
the engineering design and development. A player ’ s groupness could be indexed to 
the distance from that player to the barycenter of all the players in the room,  or  it 
could be indexed to a measure of synchrony between that player ’ s accelerometer data 
with the other players ’  accelerometer data.  How groupness is related to physical action 
or configuration can be decoupled from the software or hardware implementation, and varied 
in the rehearsal process . The final choice can be made as the compositional and 
rehearsal processes interweave with the engineering production of a responsive 
environment. 

 Assuming a rich, dense responsive environment full of responsive calligraphic 
video, responsive sound, and active electronic, sounding, kinetic textiles, all respond-
ing  concurrently  to activity and conditions in real time, how can a composer hope to 
shape such a complex environment without becoming a bureaucrat of media, or a 
tyrant of experience? How can we marshal dozens and hundreds of concurrent media 
processes creatively? When do some media processes start, and how do they vary in 
response to other processes in an event? Based on physical dynamics, the Ozone media 
choreography system is designed and built to support interactive spaces that require 
the real-time synthesis and coordination of arbitrary streams of video and audio in 
response to actions by one or more people.  1   

 Artistic concerns — which include ethical as well as aesthetic concerns — motivate 
the following desiderata: 

 (1)   The composer, actor, spectator may be the same body, implying that we focus on 
first-person experience; 
 (2)   The primary modes of interaction are not based on (isomorphs of) linguistic pat-
terns, but on continuous fields of matter and media; 
 (3)   The participants are always in a common physical place, setting a very high 
demand for sensuous density and effectively zero latency; 
 (4)   The composer composes not specific event sequences but  meta -events, or sub-
strates of fields of potential events; 
 (5)   Design for  continuous  experience with the density of everyday settings. 

 The second and last of these desiderata again motivate a topological versus discrete 
approach to time-based media. 
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 Technical Features of the Media Choreography System 

 Given those artistic concerns, I designed the media choreography system to: 

 (1)   Directly accommodate high-level composer semantics for interpreting or respond-
ing to player activity; 
 (2)   Incorporate arbitrary continuous as well as discrete evolution of state; 
 (3)   Support low latency responsiveness to sensor data; 
 (4)   Support synthesis of structured and perceptually dense, continuous video and 
audio with plausible response in real time; 
 (5)   Leverage the intuitive concepts of energy-based physics of material dynamical 
systems to allow composers to create potential event-landscapes — called  state 
topologies  — in a way that is idiomatically concise and expressive. 

 In brief, the media choreography system allows the media synthesis system to use 
any combination of sensor and metaphorical data to generate meaningful, even com-
pelling, aural and visual patterns on the fly from live or prepared audio or video 
textures. By integrating the basic metaphoric components of the composers ’  language 
with sensor data and derived sensor features in a continuous, real-time evolutionary 
system, this media choreography framework  simultaneously  lets the composers think 
in terms of evolving metaphorical states while at the same time constituting a potential-
dynamic system that can be evolved by the computer using computational physics 
and topological dynamics. 

 The prototype media choreography system I designed was tested under harsh per-
formance conditions in 2001 at the Ars Electronica and V2 by the TGarden consor-
tium, which provided valuable feedback for the design of the system. From 2001 to 
2010, nine distinct responsive environments and installations were built using ele-
ments of the media choreography system. 

 The central technical challenge is how to make a navigable and playable responsive 
media space that has no preassigned interface objects nor prespecified gesture/action 
sequences. A typical  “ interactive ”  installation has a behavior that, however rich in its 
basic dynamics, basically does not meaningfully change its type: an eternal thunder-
storm of particles, for example. But how could we compose a responsive media envi-
ronment whose behavior qualitatively changes in a meaningful, palpable way according 
both to the composer ’ s design and to contingent activity? 

 The  media synthesis instruments  project video and sound into a room as ambient fields, 
continuously changing according to autonomous dynamics and in response to player 
activity. As the players interact with the projected sound and imagery over time, they 
should be able to  invent  gestures that meaningfully shape and control the media. This 
implies that we avoid prefabricated user interface objects or prespecified gestures but instead 
allow the construction of manipulable objects out of the media textures themselves. 
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 Hardware and Software Components    
 Our real-time system is written as a set of components, each on a separate host: (1) a 
data-routing, statistics, gesture-tracking and media choreography engine written in 
MAX and C,  2   (2) a sound synthesis engine written in Max/MSP and SuperCollider with 
externals such as a granular synthesis and DSP analysis, and (3) a video effects engine 
written in Max/Jitter and C.  3   We chose to implement our real-time media synthesis 
instruments using Max/MSP/Jitter and SuperCollider because these are among the 
most expressive, popular, and professionally maintained systems currently used as a 
lingua franca by media artists and musicians. This gives us the possibility of efficiently 
incorporating rich musical and visual imagery and dynamics without writing special-
purpose effects from scratch for restricted laboratory demos.  4   
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 Ozone architecture: the architecture of the current media choreography system. Diagram by 

Morgan Sutherland and Sha Xin Wei. 
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 Wireless Sensor Networks 
 In addition to these core system components, we used auxiliary devices to sense activ-
ity. For example, to track players ’  locations in the 2001 version of TGarden, we used 
a video camera to follow infrared LEDs worn on the players ’  heads. This turned out 
to be more robust than visible-light vision methods, since the sole illumination came 
from projected video under which players are often camouflaged. We also outfitted 
each player with two sets of Analog Devices ADXL202e accelerometers, whose output 
was mapped to a Compaq iPAQ running LINUX and beamed via 802.11b wireless 
Ethernet to a fixed computer. In later applications, we used the low-overhead TinyOS 
wireless sensor platforms,  5   with a sensor board containing a magnetometer, acceler-
ometer, photocell, sound meter, and analog and digital inputs for additional sensors. 
While convenient and powerful as development environments, these sensor platforms 
tend to be fragile for moving bodies. The locus of computation can migrate between 
body-borne or fixed hosts as the tradeoffs between platforms, bandwidths, and power 
supply evolve. Currently, where possible we use infrared camera-based computer 
vision to track movement and form to avoid  “ instrumenting ”  — attaching a device 
to — the participants. 

 All software components communicate using Berkeley CNMAT ’ s OpenSoundCon-
trol (OSC) protocol.  6   

 Clothing as Interface    
 Each player is assigned an instrument model which is partially parametrized by their 
continuous movement. The room/instrument itself evolves over time as it adapts to 
the players ’  more or less expert gesture. 

 There are several reasons why treating clothing as interface is interesting and fruit-
ful. We can design the garments to test ballistics that augment or constrain player 
gestures and poses in ways that can be mapped to vocabularies of motion, much as a 
musical instrument ’ s physical features provide idiomatic kinesics that make it learn-
able. Virtual instrument design  7   and wearability studies  8   indicate that carefully 
designed physical constraints are crucial to the playability and learnability of a gestural 
instrument. The composers created the clothing with this in mind. 

 We started by looking to clothing as the most natural body-borne interface between 
a human and his or her environment, and working with fabric and garment compos-
ers who are willing to experimentally extend or constrain the body to provide a variety 
of gestural affordances. It is essential for theatrical and psychological purposes that 
the costumes ’  fantastical design inspire the players to move freely and feel encouraged 
not to simply habitually repeat but to improvise gestures. It is telling that when pro-
fessional dancers visited the TGarden, after a brief period of habituation they moved 
far more surely than amateurs with the moving video projection and music, but they 
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 Figure 7.4 
 Gestural instruments based on TinyOS wireless sensor platforms, Ubicomp, 2003. Picture by 

the author. 

tended to do their own disciplined movement rather than listen and coconstruct their 
motions in concert with the room ’ s response. 

 Allowing arbitrary improvised gesture implies that the body-worn devices should 
not impede the players ’  movement. Therefore, we do not equip the players with head-
mounted devices (HMDs, goggles), cameras, or headphones. We chose to use acceler-
ometers  9   with 2  g  range because they detect the right range of forces of our gestures 
(from free-swinging limbs to sharp chops of the hand), are small enough to be worn 
unobtrusively as watch-sized pouches on the body, and could withstand the shock of 
dance movement. We use wireless broadcast of sensor data because tethers would 
unacceptably constrain the players ’  motion. 

 Feature Extraction 
 Given a set of sensors, one of the key problems to be solved by any interactive media 
system is how to reduce the multiple time series of sensor data to extract useful fea-
tures. The Ozone system performs relatively simple statistical reductions: time-based 
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or sample-based moving-window averages or simple  W p,q   (Sobolev-type) norms, and 
aggregations across multiple sensor streams and multiple players. An example is the 
total angular momentum of the players ’  motions about the center of the floor. 

 One could try to perform the sensor data reduction by an automatic supervised or 
unsupervised procedure, adapting, for example, a mixture model, or performing inde-
pendent component analysis (ICA) relying on some appropriate entropic measure. 
However, in order to achieve meaningful performative, experiential impact, it is 
important that the reduction of sensor data, especially that part which is mapped 
responsively to the audiovisual synthesizers, be understandable by the players. I 
believe that a good way to achieve this is to allow the composers to manually specify 
the sensor feature mapping. 

 Video Analysis  
 Most of our video analysis is done live using standard computer vision tools such as 
optical flow measures or morphological filters from a standard computer vision library 
via Jitter, but we have built some moving-window background thresholding and adap-
tive motion extraction extensions. 

 Audio Signal Analysis  
 Audio signal analysis  10   modules combine common signal analysis algorithms such as 
spectral centroid, flux, kurtosis, envelope following, bark amplitudes, mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients, and derivatives of these features that can be used compositionally, 
as receptors from other components of the system, and as emitters injecting biased 
dynamics into other media elements. 

 Signal analysis procedures using a priori models can behave unexpectedly due to 
unpredictable activity in our improvisatory and experimental environment. For 
example, the lighting or acoustical characteristics of the space could change radically, 
various stages in the system generate noise, and the media systems themselves gener-
ate feedback, both at the level of reproduction (projections and microphone pickups) 
and of analysis. The behavior of the algorithms implemented in a given configuration 
can fluctuate considerably by design, complementing the system ’ s overall field state-
based behavior. 

 As an example of a derivative audio feature: a simple  “ activity ”  measure calculates 
the amount of fluctuation of the spectral centroid of a boundary microphone mounted 
on a conference table, by basic prefiltering and onset smoothing. The fluctuation 
drives a two-stage cascaded leaky integrator, which advances the system with two 
 “ rates ”  of activity. The dynamical result of the fluctuation flowing through the two 
integrators is usefully richer than one-to-one linear functions of activity. 

 For another application, the Remedios Terrarium responsive environment,  11   we 
built a simple  “ dreamer ”  that functioned on minute (or zero) amounts of audio,  “ lis-
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tening ”  for events, capturing these into buffers, and emitting them audibly at a later 
time, via distorted or otherwise transformed playback. The occurrence and quality of 
these varied depending on the diurnal state of the system. Storing regular intervals of 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) snapshots, we can generate continuous  “ fabrics ”  or 
 “ thumbprints ”  of the acoustic timbre of a space, and these can be presented in a form 
derived from the audio and/or can inform other media. 

 In recent years, we have synthesized acoustic and gesture analysis techniques from 
IRCAM into our system, notably a grain-based coding of sound corpora by perceptual 
descriptors (CATART), hidden Markov models revised for sparse data with no training 
(OMAX), and continuous gesture following ( gf ).  12   This has greatly extended the sub-
tlety of tracking not only acoustic information from ordinary air microphones, but 
also camera-based optical information as well. Most promisingly, we can now break a 
bottleneck faced by camera-based methods restricted to the low frame rates of con-
ventional video cameras and video acquisition. Where video acquisition rates were at 
best on the order of 15 to 24 frames per second, digital audio frame rate is typically 
44,000 frames per second, or more. Compared as sensors, therefore, a microphone ’ s 
temporal resolution is typically 1,000 times greater than a camera ’ s. 

 Time Scales 
 While the media choreography engine runs in real time, the architecture of the system 
effectively operates at three different time scales. In practice, we found three scales of 
temporal dynamics to be meaningful to the composers:  micro scale  of O(1/10 2 )-second 
sensor data (e.g., denoising at the sensor PIC),  meso scale  of O(1) – O(10) seconds: 
composer-specified gestural grain (e.g., the rate at which perceptible changes in the 
value of a fundamental state like Solo occur), and  macro scale  of O(10 2 ) seconds: a 
 “ narrative ”  state, the rate at which the system switches between simplices, which 
people can perceive as the unfolding of an event. 

 Media Synthesis 
 I have emphasized the core  “ state engine ”  of the media choreography system because 
of its conceptual implications. But the real-time sound and image synthesis instru-
ments written in Max/MSP/Jitter and similar real-time media programming environ-
ments are what create the perceptual richness of the performative event. These 
instruments are designed to be controlled by multiple data streams from the Ozone 
network such as the  “ raw ”  and  “ cooked ”  (numerically reprocessed) sensor data as well 
as the overall state topology vectors. 

 Audio Synthesis  
 The sound instruments include several self-contained designs such as a wind generator 
and the polyphonic vocal synthesis engine incorporated into the Meteor Shower 
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(2006) and Cosmicomics (2007) installation-events.  13   But development is primarily 
focused toward a concatenative synthesis framework via Max/MSP. We prefer concat-
enative synthesis because of its wide range of timbral possibilities, both in terms of 
seed sound material (any audio file can serve) and multiple levels of parameter modu-
lation. In fact, every unique configuration of parameters (i.e.,  “ preset ” ) of a module 
of MSP abstractions constitutes a software instrument with its characteristic sensitivi-
ties, temporal behavior, sonic quality, and transform or synthesis logic. We design our 
parameters to be metaphorically meaningful to the designers (i.e.,  “ sludgy ”  rather than 
 “ xyzz1 ” ). This allows the sound programmers to rapidly create very different sonic 
behaviors that can be auditioned by a composer. The behaviors can be copied, modi-
fied, and extended by a composer more familiar with sound design and Max/MSP. 

 A challenge in working with different types of fast sensor input is that the sonic 
dynamics are often tightly coupled to those particular to a given sensor, which raises 
the question of which components in the system should be calibrated to which ranges. 
A granular instrument ’ s metaparameters are designed to operate within a nominal 
range of the continuous interval [0, 1], but the instrument does not constrain input 
to this range, always allowing for the possibility that a system will attempt to drive 
this instrument outside of the expected boundaries. 

 This decision comes from early experiments involving mappings of various (and 
variously conditioned) channels of sensor and video analysis input to about a dozen 
low-level parameters, wherein the unpredictability of input dynamics further enriches 
the process of composing responsive media. If input constraints are desirable, for 
either technical or compositional reasons, they are programmed into a specific 
mapping as opposed to being built into the framework from which instruments are 
designed. 

 The use of floating-point data throughout all stages (immediately following data 
acquisition) of such data  “ munging ”  prevents stages that may be very low in dynamic 
range from discarding potentially useful information through truncation and round-
off error.  14   

 Video Synthesis  
 My general strategy is to treat video not as image (a picture of something) but as 
structured light. And if the video is synthesized by our real-time responsive software, 
then this structured light behaves in concert with the action or condition of that with 
which it interferes. Calligraphic video as palpable light field becomes an alchemical 
substance, a shadow of Heraclitean fire. In the lab, we are trying to create real-time 
responsive video as a substance that, coupled with computer vision or other more 
tangible sensing techniques, can be manipulated as a painterly medium. 

 Rather than rely on primitive oculocentrism, we tap the user ’ s large pool of corpo-
real intuitions about the behavior of continuous physical material to build interactions 
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with dense visual textures in novel and complementary applications. Every person 
acquires corporeal intuitions from infancy on, so it seems reasonable to leverage that 
sort of lifelong, preverbal capacity. 

 We are building these calligraphic video interfaces as platforms for research in 
gesture along phenomenological lines. Gendlin complements the logical structure of 
cognition with felt meaning, which has a precise structure:  “ Experiencing is  ‘ nonnu-
merical ’  and  ‘ multischematic ’  but never just anything you please. On the contrary, it 
is a more precise order not limited to one set of patterns and units. ”   15   

 Moreover, categories may be logically but not experientially prior to instances. This 
is a strong motivation for seeking a non-object-oriented approach to manipulable, 
active graphics. Human experience is material and corporeal, and is intrinsically struc-
tured as temporal processes. (This motivates our turn to dynamical fluids.) Based on 
fundamental work with immune and nervous systems, Maturana and Varela moved 
from the discussion of cellular organisms to autopoietic systems, loosely and briefly 
defined as continuously self-reproducing sets of processes in an ambient environment, 
whose relationships remain dynamically intact across changes of constitutive matter. 

 Given that, at the everyday scale, experience is continuously composed of tem-
porally evolving matter, we wish to have an experimental platform for creating 
objects of experience that do not have to be selected from a preexisting category. For 
example, graphic objects in our manipulable system must not appear to the user as 
built out of a preexisting set of geometric primitives. It is essential, of course, that 
these be manipulable in some improvised way, and essential that these manipulations 
be continuous in time, to permit us to study the evolution of material form —
 ontogenesis, to use Ren é  Thom ’ s term.  16   We build calligraphic video: video texture 
that responds to manipulation by human gesture as interpreted from camera-based 
input — as apparatuses in which we can conduct studies of how humans imagine, 
create, and perceive dynamical  “ objects ”  from fields that are effectively continuous 
in time and space. Working with continuous fields of video permits us to construct 
experiments in which objects can be formed by improvised manipulation and allowed 
to return to general substrates. The manipulations must be as free as possible of 
class-based tools or menu structures (else they would imply preexisting logical, func-
tional, or geometric categories). The video texture substrate may not appear uniform 
at all, but it is continuous in space and time. Rather than use arbitrary dynamical 
systems to animate the responsive video, we choose to study the structure of corporeal-
kinesthetic-visual intuition via improvised manipulations of media that leverage 
corporeal-kinesthetic-visual experience of continuous matter commonly encountered 
from childhood. 

 Practically, our strategy is to treat video as initial data for physical models of mate-
rial like water (Laplace wave partial differential equation [PDE]), smoke (Navier-Stokes 
PDE), etc. We borrow the best techniques from computational physics that now can 
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be executed in real time. Indeed, since video is typically projected onto two dimen-
sions anyway, we may as well forgo 3D graphics and free up computational resources 
to compute and present much richer 2D textures. 

 Over eight years, we have created several generations of real-time video-processing 
abstractions in NATO, and now in Jitter. At a time when video was mostly edited off-
line and the tools where designed for such paradigms of use, these video instruments 
were designed to respond to live video streams with negligible latency because they 
were intended for live performance. 

 Using the Max/Jitter framework, we can implement processing instruments on 
multidimensional dense lattices at video rates, streamed between local networks of 
hosts to parallelize the computation. An example of a visual instrument is the Meteor 
Shower (2006) which integrates a set of particles across a gravity field due to a 2D 
lattice of attractors. Mapping the attractors ’  masses and locations into a grid yields a 
computation speed independent of the number of attractor points. Over the past two 
and a half years, we have built an extensive library of CPU- and GPU / Open-GL-based 
real-time video instruments. We describe the computational physics and strategies for 
parallelizing on different hardware in a technical paper.  17   

 State Engine Continuous State Dynamics 

 In this section, we present a formal description of the dynamical system which 
models the meaningful configurations of people and activity understood by our 
system. This model is intended to compactly capture the metaphorical ontology and 
dynamical response logics conceived by the composer for each player and for the room 
as a whole. 

 The state engine is based on a continuous dynamical system modeled over a sim-
plicial complex, and coupled to the activity of players in the environment. The sim-
plicial complex represents an  N -dimensional  metaphorical space , the vertices of which 
correspond to elementary conditions imagined by the composers, such as Intrude, 
Feed, or Reveal in the TGarden ’ s state topology. 

 To be clear, the Ozone state engine is quite different from the finite state machine 
(FSM) of classical computer science, based on abstract discrete states. It is modeled on 
the  continuous  model of potential fields and material dynamics of physics. In the 
Ozone model, states can overlap; the environment can be in more than one basis state 
simultaneously. (Here I use  “ basis ”  in the sense of a topological vector space and 
quantum mechanics.) And equally importantly, the state of the environment can jump 
between discrete states but can also vary continuously  “ over time. ”  

 The instantaneous state of a player within the system is represented by a point in 
this metaphorical space, along with a region in a  sensor space  defined by the informa-
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tion sensed from the environment plus any features derived from the sensed data. 
Each simplex corresponds to a valid combination of elementary conditions; the topol-
ogy of the simplicial complex defines a narrative landscape, defined by the composers, 
which conditions the possible evolution of the experience within the performance 
space. (For example, a player ’ s evolution through a connected set of simplices might 
describe a timeline in which a player passes from some marginally active set of states, 
through some transitional region, and into one meant to give rise to a more turbulent 
responsiveness.) 

 The trajectory followed by a player ’ s state is a path in the simplicial complex under-
lying the model. Intuitively, each player ’ s state is treated as a particle with some 
inertial mass, evolving according to laws of classical mechanics.  N -dimensional forces 
are applied to the player ’ s state, using energy derived both from sensors and current 
state. The inclusion of energy derived from both the player ’ s activity and the location 
in the simplicial complex allows the system to evolve continuously according to pre-
designed dynamics as well as player movement. 

 Temporal Dynamics 

 While the engine runs in real time, the design gives the appearance that it is running 
at multiple time scales. This allows the system to simultaneously sustain a sense of 
tangibility based on fine-grain temporal response (e.g., for features derived from sensor 
data), as well as of global evolution of state (e.g., for the metaphorical state). For 
example, the sensor data changes rapidly in response to the user, which may cause 
immediately perceptible changes in the visual and auditory landscape. However, the 
values of active fundamental states within the metaphorical space change relatively 
slowly in response to the sensor data and the physical simulation, and thus cause 
perceptible changes at a slower rate than the sensor data. Finally, when a player state 
moves from one simplex to another, a perceptible change in the character of the 
output may also begin to occur as a different set of fundamental states within the 
metaphorical space become active; however, movement between simplices happens 
infrequently compared to movement within a simplex (see   figure 7.5 ).    

 Player and Room State Spaces 
 In our system, each player is assigned a total state which is a combination of the player 
sensor data and metaphorical state. Similarly, the room as a whole is assigned a total 
state; formally the room is treated as the zeroth player. The metaphorical state is a 
point on one factor of the model space of our dynamics system, and it evolves con-
tinuously, in a way that is determined by the players ’  movements in the space relative 
to the design decisions about the model structure. By design decisions we mean the 
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choices made by the environment ’ s composers about the implemented state space 
topology and the parameters governing its behavior. 

 In this section we describe the player metaphorical state space, the sensor state 
space, the energetic model that glues the sensor and metaphorical spaces, and the 
dynamics governing the evolution of player states. These correspond to the data 
structures, parameter assignment, and time-evolution algorithms underlying our 
system. 

 In applications, we model the evental condition or  state  of each person (player) as 
a finite-dimensional topological vector space  Γ   p   of possible metaphorical states. This 
descriptive state space  Γ   p   is one factor of the complete state space  M p   for each player, 
the other factor being the space  S p   of possible sensed activity for that player within 
the environment, the space of sensor data which the system perceives. So 

  M Sp p p= ×Γ  , (7.1) 

 the space of all possible vectors of data the system maintains for a player  p  at any 
instant, is represented by a point in  Γ   p   (the metaphorical state), a point in  S p   (for the 
sensor data), and their associated time derivatives. The complete space of states is the 
product of those describing each player: 

  M M Sp
p

N

p
p
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p

p p

= = ×
= =

∏ ∏
0 0

Γ   (7.2) 

 where  N p   is the number of players. The original implementation of this system was 
built for five players, but the model has no limit. I prefer to work with three or more 
players to break up conventionalized dyadic interaction. 

 This model provides a representation for the dynamics of the media environment 
that captures the high-level semantics of the composers and is at the same time a 
representation that can be effectively computed. 

 We describe both the base and sensor spaces in more detail in the following sec-
tions, and subsequently the parametrized energy model through which these two 
spaces give rise to the system evolution.   Figure 7.2  shows a sample diagram from the 
preliminary player state topology hand sketched by the composers of the TGarden 
2001 system. 

 Metaphorical State Space 
 The base space  Γ   p   defines the possible metaphorical states that the player  p  in the 
interactive environment may inhabit. A configuration of potential states for the room 
is shown in   figure 7.5 ; again, we think of the room in this context as another player. 
In our typical applications, the human player descriptive spaces are all identical, and 
one may think of the corresponding states as several points on a common space of 
potential human physical conditions. 
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 When  Γ   p   has more than one connected component, 

  Γ Γ Γp p p= ∪ ∪( ) ( )1 2 � , (7.3) 

 the player state   γ  p  ( t ) is given by a point on each  γ γ γp p p= ( , , )( ) ( )1 2 �  . In this model, the 
substates on each connected component evolve independently of one another, and 
so may be treated formally as separate players. As a result it suffices to describe the case 
in which  Γ   p   has a single connected component, which we will assume in what 
follows. 

 Each space  Γ   p   of metaphorical states is built up as follows. The composers choose 
a collection of  N  fundamental states  n i  ,  i  = 1 .   .   .  n , each named after an elementary 
condition or scene such as Intrude, Feed, or Reveal. In the player state topology (figure 
7.5), the pure state named Reveal corresponds to the condition of the player appearing 
to skate across the surface of a magma or ocean, leaving only simple marks on the 
apparent surface of the projected fluid imagery. 

 A player state   γ  p  ( t ) representing a player  p  at a time  t  is given by a normalized set 
of weights for the mixture of states that player is occupying, 

  γ λp j
j

N

jt t v( ) ( )=
=
∑

1
 , (7.4) 

 and the combination of fundamental states which describe it is convex, 

  λ j
j

N

t
=
∑ ≡

1

1( )  . (7.5) 

 The player state   γ  p  ( t ) at time  t  determines the metaphorical evolution of that player 
through the lifetime of that instance of the system. This set of states is modeled by 
overlapping mixtures, rather than by a discrete graph of nodes and arcs, in order to 
allow a player state to interpolate, or combine continuously between two or more 
states, corresponding to continuous and rich changes in the environment. 

 At any moment, a player inhabits a mixture of a particular set of  “ component ”  
states, so  Γ   p   is restricted to certain permissible combinations, or  simplices   σ jkl

n
… , where 

  σ jkl
n

j k lv v v… = …( , , , )   (7.6) 

 is a simplex spanning those neighboring or component states. Think of a simplex as 
a span of vertices in some Euclidean space. If it spans three vertices then the simplex 
is a two-dimensional triangle; if it spans four vertices, then the simplex is a three-
dimensional block (the tetrahedron whose body is the interior of the span of these 
four vertices), and so forth for any higher dimension. A player state may occupy a 
positive mixture: 

  λ j nt multi index j k k k( ) , , ,> = …0 1 2-    (7.7) 
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 only if the corresponding simplex  σ k k kn1 2…   is contained in  Γ   p  . At any moment, the player 
state describes a point on the simplex spanned by the states it is inhabiting. This player 
descriptive state (or the set of such states) is what is evolved by the dynamics engine, 
and  Γ   p   is just the connected union of the simplices of the system, in other words the 
polyhedron of the simplicial complex. 

 The composers or designers of the responsive environment specify the set of fun-
damental states  n i   and metaphorical associations to each, with cooccurrence relation-
ships determining exactly which mixtures of fundamental states, or simplices  σ jkl… , 
exist in the system.  18   

 Transitions can be defined at simplex boundaries. This set of boundary conditions 
between simplices in the complex determines a graph  g ({ σ }) between the simplices 
contained in  Γ   p  . When necessary, we elevate  g  to a weighted graph to allow a mecha-
nism for mediating situations in which more than two simplices share the given 
boundary, and make it directed in case composers desire asymmetric transition rela-
tions between neighboring simplices. The weighted, directed graph  g  is represented 
by a matrix of floating-point values. Each entry  g i j{ },σ σ( )  of this matrix is zero if the 
boundary from  σ i  to  σ j  does not exist, or if the transition is forbidden, and greater 
than zero otherwise. 

 To summarize, the domain  Γ   p   of descriptive states   γ  p  ( t ) for each player consists of 
the polyhedron of a simplicial complex built out of vertex representatives of the states 
of the system, and determining which of those states may be simultaneously active, 
combined with the set of boundary relations  g ({ s }), describing a pseudo-narrative 
topology determined from design decisions regarding which states meet in a particular 
composition. 

 A player ’ s trajectory   γ  p  ( t ) for time  t  ∈ [ t  1 ,  t  1 ] is a path in  Γ   p   determined by a dynamic 
that we describe in the sections that follow. 

 Sensor Space 
 As indicated earlier, the player state space  M p   is made up of the descriptive space  Γ   p   
outlined above, over each point of which lies a space  S p   of possible sensor feedback 
that the system has about player  p . The sensor data is used to drive the dynamics, in 
the manner described below, in response to the movements of the players within the 
environment. The sensor data for each player  p  consists of a vector of real-valued 
parameters  s  μ   [ t ], obtained from hardware sensors in the room and their derivative 
features. Typical applications use very simple derivative features, but the model sup-
ports any features that can be represented as a time sequence of vectors of floating-
point values. 

 The parameters are updated in real time, at a rate that represents the movements 
at a time resolution sufficient for the media synthesis components of the system. This 
resolution frequently exceeds the requirements of the dynamics model itself, because 
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the effective integration time of the dynamics is significantly longer than those of the 
media synthesis components. 

 When the human narrative spaces also coincide (as has always been the case in our 
implementations), one can think of these states as particles moving on a common, 
piecewise-linear domain 

  Γ Γ Γcommon ≅ ≅ ≅1 2 �  . (7.8) 

 In cases where the human player states respond to similar sensor data, we have 
sometimes found it useful to think of there existing a single sensor space in which 
the sensor data of each player takes its values. One may then consider the state space 
as consisting of  N p   copies of  Γ   common   with a uniform player sensor space  S p  . 

 Energetic Model 
 For each player  p k  , we engineer an evolving energy landscape over the state topology, 
letting the player state move as a massive particle on  Γ   p  , which evolves according to 
the laws of classical mechanics.  19   It is this movement that is recapitulated in the 
changing character of the output and responsiveness of the associated media synthesis 
instruments. 

 The potential portion of this energy arises through the coupling of the sensor data 
acquired from each player to the fundamental states in the system. To a given point 
 γ γ≡ p t( )   on the base state space  Γ   p   and sensor data vector  s   ≡   s p  ( t ) of  S p   is associated 
an energy given by: 

  U H v H s
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 a sum over the sites  v i   of the current simplex   σ  (  γ  ). In this sum,  H   Γ   gives the 
energy dependence on the position   γ   relative to the pure state sites   ν  i  , while  H S   is 
designed to give the energy of the player sensor data vector  s  relative to data assigned 
at   ν  i  . A wide variety of energetic models based on equation 7.9 are possible. Those 
which we have implemented consist of a sum over pairs of factors having the 
general form 
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 where  f (  λ  k  ) is some function of the weights of   γ  p   relative to the states   ν  k  . We describe 
below in more detail the  Γ - and  S -dependent contributions that we have found 
useful. 

   Figure 7.6  illustrates the simplicial model of state structure and parameters. The 
simplicial model is constructed from the data indicated.   γ  p  [ t ] is the current state.  s p  [ t ] 
is the player sensor data vector. The data associated with each elementary state are 
the nominal sensor value   μ  , the variance, the static potential  V , and the local scale of 
the sensor contribution to energy   ϕ  .    
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 Sensor Coupling,  H S   
 Our sensor energetic coupling for the  k th player has the form: 

  H s E s g g VS k s k V k( ) exp [ ]= − +( ) +β φ  . (7.11) 

 The state-dependent contribution   ϕ  k   controls the local scale of the sensor contribu-
tion to the energy, and the static potential  V k   is included to give the media choreog-
raphy system a background dynamics independent of the sensor activity, in a way 
that is capable of lending it dynamic tendencies independent of the player sensor 
data. The coupling constants  g s   and  g V   control the global relative scale of these 
contributions. 

  E k  [ s ] is the energy of the  k th player ’ s sensor data vector  s  relative to data at   ν  k  . And 
  β   is a coupling constant for the model dependence on  E k  , controlling how sensitive 
the system is to the player ’ s sensor activity. 

 The local sensor coupling contribution  E k   is determined in conjunction with a 
model parameter assignment procedure performed at the time the environmental 
dynamics are being designed. The composer assigns a nominal vector of sensor values 
  μ  ak   and variances   σ  ak   which are chosen to correspond with the metaphorical descrip-
tion of state   ν  k  . (In case the player spaces  Γ   p   are identical, these data are typically 
chosen to be the same for all players.) Then we take a quadratic dependence 

  E s sk[ ] ~ ( )μα α− 2   (7.12) 

 because it represents the leading-order dependence near a generic potential with a 
minimum at the given sensor mean: 
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 Figure 7.6 
 Simplicial model of state. Diagram courtesy of Yon Visell. 
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 where  N S   is the dimension of the space of sensors  S p  . 
 The mean sensor vector   μ   α    represents a set of sensor values which, to the extent 

that they agree with the player ’ s activity, are meant to draw the player state   γ  p  [ t ] toward 
the location where they are assigned. We have typically taken the variance   σ   α  β    to be 
purely diagonal. Choosing values for the variance  s  allows the composer to assign the 
relative sensitivity of each state to different sensor vector components (sensor chan-
nels). A variance which is large relative to the real variation seen in a channel will 
leave the state relatively insensitive to sensor data in that channel. 

 If one desires to associate more than one representative nominal sensor vector and 
variance per site, one can have a weighted sum of such contributions to  E k  . Because 
the generalization is not difficult, we restrict discussion here to the single summand 
case. 

 The  Γ -dependent contribution to the energy at a player state position   γ  p  [ t ] is given 
by restricting to the current simplex and choosing any potential function on it. We 
compute in convex coordinates   λ  i   on the simplex, and refer the standard embedding 
of the  N -simplex in     N   as the constraint surface 

  λ λk
i

N

k
=
∑ = ≤ ≤

1

1 0 1,  . (7.14) 

 The constraint of convexity means that the  N -dimensional components of any 
vector fields on the simplex should sum to zero, in order that they remain tangent 
to it. 

 To determine which potentials may be promising, it is useful to consider the force 
each would give rise to, using the formula 

  F U= −∇   (7.15) 

 (the dynamical results of which are explored in the next section). If we want the force 
to be continuous across simplex boundaries, we can decide that the normal compo-
nent should vanish along each. One could also consider configurations in which this 
normal component attains a constant value on each boundary, and assign these 
boundary forces in a consistent manner, but the zero case is certainly the simplest, 
because it requires no intersimplex gluing considerations. The consistent application 
of gluing conditions can be obstructed by the topology of the model. 

 One solution is to take the force due to   ν  k   to be polynomial in the coefficients   λ  k   
and independent of the other coefficients: 
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 for some constants  C m  . 
 The requirement that the force  F  be tangent to the simplex at each point, or in 

other words that its components  F k   sum to zero, can be assured everywhere on the 
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simplex in the simplest case by setting  F C Nk k= −( / )λ 1  , where  N  is the number of 
states in the simplex. Such a force is obtained from an inverse potential, 

  H v C Nk k kΓ( , ) ( / )γ λ λ= − −2  . (7.17) 

 If the  H S   term were location-independent, one would have a combined simplex 
potential given by 

  U t t
t
N

s[ ] ~ ( ) ( )
( )γ λ λ λ⋅ − ⋅ n   (7.18) 

 with  n   s   = (1, 1, .   .   .   , 1) denoting the normal vector to the simplex, and   λ  [ t ] the vector 
of weights for   γ  . The latter term can be thought of as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing 
the constraint of tangency. 

 Dual to the last example, one may consider the quadratic potential 

  H v Ck kΓ( , ) ( )γ λ= −1 2 , (7.19) 

 where   λ  k  [ t ] are the weights giving the component along the pure state   ν  k   of the player 
state   γ  . This is a harmonic potential centered at the pure state site   λ  k  [ t ] = 1, and the force 
it gives rise to is restorative and proportional to the displacement from   ν  k  . This 
force does not lie tangent to the simplex, and one must project out the normal portion 
in     N  . 

 A class of forces which are manifestly tangent to the simplex are those computed 
from the Euclidean distance on     N  , 

  d v ek k j
j

EU( , ) ( )γ λ= −∑ 2
 , (7.20) 

 where  e   k   is the unit vector, which is 1 in the  k th component and 0 elsewhere. The 
associated distance vector lies on the line between the player state and pure state, and 
as a result any  central  potential such as 

  H v Cdk
p

Γ( , )γ = EU   (7.21) 

 gives rise to a force which lies tangent to the simplex. We have for example taken 
 p  =  − 1, which gives rise to an inverse-square force law. 

 The last two potentials give rise to forces having discontinuities across simplex 
boundaries. The force, and consequently the momentum, have such discontinuities, 
but the player state trajectory is continuous. We will describe the dynamics further in 
the next section. 

 The environment can simply tend to drift to a steady-state local minimum, thus 
providing a closure to an experience corresponding to narrative closure in a conven-
tional interactive scenario. And in the simplest case, time-based behavior can be 
incorporated through time dependence of the parameters of the system, which might 
be accomplished by treating a clock as a channel of virtual sensor data. 
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 The pseudo-physical model, like any physical model, evolves by minimizing energy. 
In order to see explicitly how a state evolves, we treat it as a particle with an associ-
ated mass and compute the force acting on that state. We do this in the next section. 

 Dynamics 
 In this section, we describe how the model evolves the player states in response to 
the player sensor statistics. Evolution proceeds by integrating the first-order equations 
of motion (equation 7.15 and equation 7.16), including contributions from the gradi-
ent of potential and kinetic energy terms. 

 Using a total potential energy  U [  γ   ] of the form described in the previous section, 
the force is computed from the gradient of  U , 

  F U tp[ ] ( )γ ξγ= −∇ − �  , (7.22) 

 where we include a damping force depending on a coefficient  x i  , and the time deriva-
tive  �γ    p  [ t ] of the player state, which is useful, for example, for suppressing oscillatory 
modes of the system. The force law in convex coordinates is given by 

  F
dU
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λ

ξλ�  . (7.23) 

 For example, with an inverted harmonic potential  H   Γ  , one gets (temporarily setting 
the background couplings  g s  ,  g V   = 0 for simplicity) a force proportional to 

  F t t N e tk k
E s t

k
k( ) ( ( ) / ) ( )[ ( )]= − −−λ ξλβ α1 �  , (7.24) 

 with  E k   computed as in equation 7.13. 
 We then take  Fk

T , the force tangent to the simplex, obtained by projecting out the 
(1, 1, 1, .   .   .   , 1) component (perpendicular to the simplex). The dynamics are deter-
mined by Newton ’ s second law,  F m[ ]γ γ= �� . We evolve each player state by means of 
the first-order versions of this, in components: 

  � �λ λk k k
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F t dt→ +

1
( )   (7.25) 

  λ λ λk k kdt→ + �  , (7.26) 

 where  dt  is the integration time step and  m  is the mass of particle representing the 
current state. 

 Framing the dynamics this way gives, in addition to the parameters assigned by 
the composer at the time of system initialization, several real-time controls over the 
evolution of the physical model: the mass and damping of each player state,  m  and 
 x , the coupling constants  g s  ,  g V   of equation 7.11, and the sensor sensitivity   β  . 

 When channel-specific sensor sensitivity is required to be adjusted in real time, one 
factors from each diagonal component of the variance vector 
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  σ σ σα α α= mod static   (7.27) 

 a global factor  σα
mod  which may be varied, and likewise with the other local parameters 

of the system. 
 The palpable magnitude of certain of these parameters is constrained by the desired 

time scale for evolution for the autonomous and nonautonomous motion on  Γ   p  . The 
potential energy is the composer-imposed background energy landscape assigned to 
meaningful states, eliciting evolution even in the absence of sensor data. 

 For example, the typical time scale governing the motion of a player state of mass 
 m  in a harmonic potential of magnitude  g V  V k   is 

  T
m

g VV k

~  . (7.28) 

 In this case, one chooses  m ,  g V  , and each potential  V k   such that the autonomous 
processes of the system have the desired meso/macro time scale behavior. Param-
eters governing the motion in response to sensor data must be adjusted separately 
such that the typical time scale for that response has the desired character, and 
it is easier to do so empirically once the system is set up. The result of this pro-
cedure is to constrain the set of ranges of the dynamical parameters to what is 
useful for the system ’ s intended response. This, however, is very sensitive to small 
variations. 

 One key point: These equations are used to implement a dynamical system in the 
computer, but the topological dynamics can be defined  without  explicit numerical 
constants and differential equations. 

 Experimental Work 
 The early exercises, studies, and installation-events by Sponge  20   dealt with particular 
questions in performance research: how to make events that were experientially as 
powerful as works of avant-garde theater but without resorting to verbal/written lan-
guage, erasing the distinction between actor and spectator, and relying on thick, 
physical/computational ambient media. TG2001 as built by FoAM and Sponge was an 
installation-event that marked a transition and a bifurcation from performance 
research into a strand of public installation-events and a strand of studio-laboratory 
research in the Topological Media Lab (TML). After leaving Stanford for Georgia Tech 
in 2001, I started the TML to take stock of, and strategically extend, some of the 
technologies of performance according to a particular set of ethical-aesthetic heuristics 
inspired by continuity, human performance (e.g., the violin), human play (e.g., in 
water and sand), and nonelectronic matter like clay, smoke, or rain. I wanted to make 
responsive media synthesis engines and gestural instruments, and choreography 
systems that would allow participants to experimentally costructure, not  “ interact ”  
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with, coevolving ambient life in the  “ real time ”  of perceptually concurrent action and 
the specious present.  21   

 Methodology versus Experimental Phenomenology 

 One of the first questions I was asked by colleagues from the sciences was: How do 
you know that this works? How do you measure progress in this domain? What is 
your methodology? 

 A negative response would be:  “ This is an activity incommensurate with your 
domain and your norms. ”  It is difficult to fit methodologies for measuring utility-
oriented applications to the composition and evaluation of expressive technologies, 
especially those based on statistical survey methods. As Barbara Hendricks said about 
the design of playgrounds: there is no average user.  22   

 More constructively, we can observe that the domains of performing arts, installa-
tions art, and cinema all have their own systems of evaluation, mediated as much by 
the opinion of expert nonpractitioners as by popularity measures like attendance and 
market measures like box office receipts. The role of the critic, one who is informed 
by the history and conceptual ambitions peculiar to the context of practice surround-
ing the object of criticism, is well established with both practitioners and audiences. 
Even if that critic ’ s judgment is contested, so long as the critic ’ s responses are relatively 
coherent and stable, one can use them to triangulate the position and value of a piece 
of art with respect to one ’ s own criteria. Peter Brook, a celebrated living director whose 
career spanned the Royal Shakespeare Theatre, Artaud, the Theater of Cruelty, and 
Grotowski, argued for the essential role of critics in the healthy ecology of theater.  23   
Such a community of cultural beacons is well established as an evaluative network at 
least as accepted as a jury system composed of so-called peers. One problem with peer 
review is that such a system tends to average against innovations, perturbations far 
from equilibrium. One practical task in an emerging community of art practice could 
be to establish a critical practice alongside the material practice. 

 Human subjects committees have been designed to prevent abuses of subjects in 
experiments in psychology and medicine, influenced by controversies in the wake 
of World War II like Stanley Milgram ’ s experiments in obedience to authority.  24   But 
then do such committees comprise the creeping edge of a Foucauldian discipline 
emergent among institutional experimentalists made docile? How else would one 
design phenomenological (not statistical or empirical) experiments but in the mode 
of art? However, to be interested in the phenomenological is not the same as to be 
a phenomenologist (i.e., an adherent of Merleau-Ponty, Heidegger, or Husserl), which 
would be a scholastic specialization. To be interested in the phenomenological is to 
be interested in the relational aspects of experience in embodiment and in the 
essences as they emerge in the course of lived experience. And most importantly it 
is to be sensitive to situation or context and how they may be bracketed. Human 
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subjects research committees are an example of local rationality that masks global 
irrationality, just as  “ health ”  as a category in the market of commoditized medical 
care and risk management can ignore actual human well-being. Meant to protect 
experimental participants from being subjected to unethical procedures,  “ institu-
tional review boards ”  or  “ human subjects committees ”  cannot govern a priori the 
essentially boundlessly unpredictable processes of creative invention in theater, cho-
reography, or art making in general. When such committees do try to govern creative 
work, they must permit an unconditioned range of action adequate for creative 
design, or enforced rule-governed accountability tends to yield uninspiring work, or 
there is a disconnect between what is reported and what is actually done. In any 
case, this is clearly a situation of governmentality in institutionalized cultural 
production. 

 Technical Research 

 I approached the branching family of play spaces represented by TGarden, txOom, 
tgvu, and trg as phenomenological experiments of a certain kind, as events based on 
gesture and movement rather than on language, for people face to face in a common 
place, playing and improvising meaningful microrelations without language, in thick 
responsive media. I saw those play spaces as opportunities for ethico-aesthetic play, 
to adapt Guattari ’ s concept of the coming into formation of subjectivity; as places to 
engage in biopolitics, radically dispersed into tissue and molecular strata, and reaching 
far beyond the computational media arts, meeting with experimental impulses in 
dance, movement, textiles, musical performance, experimental theater, but also the 
most speculative initiatives in urban design. 

 In his epochal essay on a revolutionary Theater of Cruelty, Antonin Artaud listed 
a mise-en-sc è ne of theater in which all the theater arts — costumes, scenography, light-
ing, sound, body movement — would act in concert and with agency equal in power 
to the dramatic text. The Topological Media Lab has created its responsive media and 
instruments as conscious extensions of an Artaudian spectrum of technologies of 
performance. 

 However, the TML ’ s broader aspiration is to create apparatuses for conducting 
speculative, critical, social, cultural, phenomenological experiments. Terry Winograd 
once commented that a phenomenological approach (versus human-computer inter-
action ’ s nonrigorous appeal to the statistical empirical) draws insights from experi-
ments of one, from singular experiments. 

 The ambition here is to conduct even the most philosophical speculation by articu-
lating matter in poetic motion, whose aesthetic meaning and symbolic power are felt 
as much as perceived.  25   It is one thing to do philosophy or science  of  dance, and quite 
another to do philosophy informed by movement. And it is a further challenge to 
articulate movement-informed philosophy not in written text but  in movement  or some 
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other temporal medium. In order to prepare the ground for such a challenge, I shift 
the emphasis from representation to speculative, corporeal experience; hence the 
Topological Media Lab ’ s emphasis on technologies of performance, live event, and 
real-time responsive media — on  alchemical matter . 

 Alchemical Matter    

 To let people play immersed in media with evocative, responsive qualities, we could 
have them step into a warm pool of water laced with honey, so why use computational 
media? Computing the quasi-physics allows the creators to inject a physics that 
changes according to activity and local history, and responds in ways that resemble 
yet are unlike any ordinary matter. This is analogous to the alienation effect of theater, 
but not at the level of whole bodies (characters, actors, spectators, plot). Instead, what 
continuous, dense, topological dynamical systems afford is a microfine alienation 
effect at the level of substrate media such as calligraphic video, gestural sound, and 
kinetic fabrics imbued with uncanny physics. 

 Figure 7.7 
 IL Y A showing body gesture related to smoke, 2012. 
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 Indeed it would take a lot of work to build up to macroscopic objects and actions 
from relatively homogeneous textures and simple dynamics. However, I would say 
that it is no more difficult or complicated than the enormous amount of hard-earned 
psychosocial knowledge, narrative apparatus, and literary skill needed to render a 
character in a novel or play from the raw material of alphabetic text and grammar. 
Such textural, alchemical techniques seem strange and unidiomatic for all of us who 
have been trained to the aesthetics and logic of whole bodies and macroscopic human-
scale objects like words, props, characters, and theatrical or game action. 

 The Ozone state engine evolves through a rather sparse topological landscape with 
few valleys and peaks, whereas the visual and sound fields are synthesized as densely 
and temporally finely as possible, and as necessary to sustain a rich experience with 
millisecond-scale dynamic response that we do not attempt to compute using the 
slower state engine. The reason for decoupling the dynamical metaphorical state 
engine from the media instruments is in fact to decouple the evolution of the behav-
ioral response  “ climate ”  from the dynamics of the visual and sonic textures, which 
should be as rich and tangibly responsive to the players ’  actions as possible. It seems 
artistically and compositionally useful to keep these dynamics decoupled from one 
another. 

 My concern in the context of this chapter is precisely with the possibilities that a 
microphenomenology — free of ego and anthropocentrism and indeed free of fixed, a 
priori objects — can offer toward fresh and refreshing improvised play. Aesthetically, 
this play should take place immanently in as dense an ambient medium as that of 
ordinary life. So the best approach would be to start with ordinary matter and real 
fleshy people in common space, and judiciously augment the everyday matter with 
just enough computational matter to give the event a strange and marvelous cast. This 
approach, which I nickname  “ minimax ”  design (maximum experiential impact for 
minimum computational technology), resonates with Grotowskian poor theater ’ s 
choice of a minimalist technology of mise-en-sc è ne relative to cinema, a minimalism 
which in fact is constitutive of its magic.  26   

 The apparent inefficiency of such highly engineered virtual reality environments 
is in fact endemic not only to  “ bottom-up ”  simulations but to all simulations. As 
Maturana and Varela pointed out, to be as dense as life, a simulation of an autopoietic 
system can never operate any faster than that autopoietic system, and can at best run 
at the speed of life. So much for the cybernetic fantasy of mastering and replacing the 
lifeworld by a transcendental, superior simulation of life. 

 Rhythm as Structured Light = Calligraphic Video + Theatrical Lighting + Domestic 
Lighting 
 Classically, typography differs from calligraphy in two important respects. In a typo-
graphic alphabet, every instance of a letter form is mechanically identical, whereas a 
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manually lettered form varies with every instance: identity is a limit rather than the 
instance. Also, typography is mechanically produced, whereas calligraphy is manually 
performed, and in fact breathed. Although it is not often taught explicitly, a calligra-
pher learns to time the rhythm of her breathing to the strokes, and so the pace and 
meter of her breath echo in the inked letter forms. 

 Calligraphic video refers to computationally synthesized moving image that fluidly 
responds to gesture. I suggested that video should be taken out of the screen, out of 
the box, treated not as a framed object but as structured light projected onto physical 
bodies. Different species of structured light have distinct textures and latent responses 
to perturbation. My approach was to borrow from computational physics and treat 
each frame of video as the initial data for a lattice computation approximating the 
dynamical equations for some physical substances. For example, Yoichiro Serita carried 
out this idea treating video with the heat and wave operators. (See   figure 7.7,  showing 
calligraphic video as used in the IL Y A video membrane.) 

 Using these computational lattices that numerically simulate the dynamical equa-
tions of physical materials imbues the video with analogous responsive qualities. 
Projecting such video textures allows people bathing in such structured light to 
nuance the video textures as if they were physical material. This leverages the deeply 
embedded intuition that we lay down from infancy with the materials of the world, 
an intuition that may not be articulated in any language. Moreover, this lattice com-
putation scales well with increasing numbers of people. In fact the computational 
complexity is O(number of lattice cells), but is essentially a constant with respect to 
the number of people in the field represented by the lattice. This is the same strategy 
followed by astronomers, who model galaxies with tens and hundreds of thousands 
of stars by smoothing the distribution of stars into a continuous distribution density, 
and then model the physical motion by hydrodynamical equations of a plenum 
rather than the combinatorially intractable, multidimensional graph of pairwise-
interacting particles. 

 A low-resolution display is a set of isolated  “ pixels ”  spatially scattered across a space 
in some arbitrary, though sometimes intentionally determined, pattern. These so-called 
pixels could be the set of all the LEDs winking in your house, or a set of ceiling fans, 
or sewn in strands of glowing fiber sewn into a carpet. 

 What are needed are abstractions to operate these low-resolution displays, not as 
regular rectangular arrays of a million pixels, but amorphous, scattered, and shifting 
sets of isolated flecks of light, puffs in air, or curling polymer. Whatever the medium, 
these sets can be articulated more expressively by the extensive concepts and opera-
tions of measure theory than by classical geometrical concepts and operators. The 
richest descriptions we have of such point sets draw not from geometry (whether 
Riemannian or otherwise) but from measure theory. There exists computational 
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support for this at a primitive level, but not yet incorporating the more expressive 
mathematical articulations that we would need.  27   

 Rhythm as Gestural Sound 
 Similarly, sound can be  nuanced , rather than triggered as playbacks of fixed recordings 
by the movement of a body or a thing. Typically, in an  “ interactive ”  installation, a 
specific movement by the human triggers the playback of a recorded sound. Even 
though the sensing of the movement may be a sweep of the hand through a laser 
beam or some more exotic mediation, the result is still limited to the playback of a 
piece of sound, whose audible quality does not vary in the course of the playback 
from the way it was edited. This treats sound as an object — a compact body in naive 
space-time, which is often how a visually oriented artist first approaches the use of 
sound. Yet another symptom of a visualized and object-oriented approach to sound 
is heavyweight sound  “ spatialization ”  systems that focus on  placing  sound objects in 
a virtual three-dimensional space, or flying them along spatial trajectories as if they 
were physical compact bodies rather than rhythms permeating a continuous material 
field. However, a sound that is synthesized or varied over the course of its running 
time according to some parameters fed by the nuance of a live, coordinating move-
ment can be gesturally modulated. Think of a piano versus a violin. After the piano ’ s 
hammer falls, the note resounds in a way that is pretty much independent of how 
the pianist lifts her or his hand after removing it from the key. Because the violinist 
maintains continuous contact with the wood and strings and bow, however, she or 
he continuously nuances the note as it is sounded. This continuity of contact with 
gesture and consequent continuity of the nuancing of the sound characterizes what 
I call gestural sound, as contrasted with triggered sound. Gestural sound is analogous 
to calligraphic video.  28      

 One approach to creating electroacoustic instruments is simply to electronically 
mimic the analog instrument, with momentarily amusing results. Another is to mime 
the forms of performance, for example to create an  “ opera ”  or a  “ symphony ”  or a rap 
performance, but with electronic instruments in place of conventional ones. While 
this may comfort those who need to measure progress by triangulating from shore-
bound landmarks, these imitations strongly bind the creation of fresh sonic experi-
ence. Fifty years after John Cage oriented us to the experience of  “ organized sound, ”  
we need not simply repeat the instruments or the genres of sonic practice as we 
explore acoustically mediated experience, except as exercises to build confidence in 
technique. 

 My approach has been to treat sound as a medium for exploring distributed 
agency, superposition, and alinguistic time-saturated patterns. Creating  “ instruments ”  
that map movement to sound permits my collaborators and me to experiment with 
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intentionality, agency, and affect via gesture. Concretely this has demanded creating 
sound synthesis instruments that are not mimetic of any conventional instrument. 
Why only imitate something that is already done quite well and far more subtly, 
sustained by centuries of performance practice and social embedding? Thinking of 
sound as substrate instead of well-schematized patterns implies making  sounds  rather 
than  music  or  speech.  Even sonic patterns that happen to be those of speech or music 
can be treated as texture rather than semantic representations, with fresh results.  29   

 Rhythm as Movement: Dance, Movement Art 
 As Arakawa and Gins proposed in their provocative book  Architectural Body , the body 
finds its limits where attention alights. We can pose this more generally as a phenom-
enological problem of how the body is conjured in the wearing of a space ’ s material. 

 Summary 

 Across all these streams of inquiry, we study how to richly condition streams of media 
in concert with the activities of the people in a common built environment, such that 
the activities (to use an overly anthropocentric term) of the media and the people 

 Figure 7.8 
 Navid Navab at a sonified table, Topological Media Lab. Photo by J é r ô me Delapierre, 2012. 
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costructure one another and evolve over time according to prearranged strategies and 
latent predilections, contingent activity, and memory of past activity. I appeal to 
continuous dynamical systems on several grounds: 

 (1)   People ’ s experience of the world is continuous. 
 (2)   People have sedimented huge amounts of experience with the physical world, so 
we should leverage it by using quasi-physics models. 
 (3)   I wished to see how we could move away from egocentric and anthropocentric 
design. 

 The Atelier-Lab as a Transversal Machine 

 On the macro scale of sociodynamics and cultural-epistemic diffusion, my long-term 
interest in the TGarden and its sibling responsive play spaces extends beyond the 
actual events themselves to the mixing of ideas and conflicting ideological commit-
ments from different epistemic cultures. It could be liberating to practice our arts and 
sciences in a more reflexive way.  30   

 Two decades ago, F é lix Guattari pointed to the heterogeneous machines around 
us: material, semiotic/diagrammatic/algorithmic, corporeal, mental/representational/
informatic, libidinal/affective. Guattari ’ s  Chaosmosis  asked how we could construct 
machines that act transversally across those machines. In the decade since 2001, the 
Topological Media Lab  31   has been working as an atelier-laboratory transversal to com-
puter science, performing arts, and architecture and the built environment, to generate 
insights and techniques in the domain of new media and responsive environments. 
The atelier was motivated by the questions: How can ordinary actions in everyday 
environments acquire symbolic charge? What makes some environments enlivening 
and others deadening? Reflexively, we ask: To what extent can we instantiate labs or 
ateliers for the creation of apparatuses for ethico-aesthetic improvisation? This section 
describes institutional, sociotechnical, political and economic issues around running 
such an atelier-laboratory as an alternative social economy complementary to postin-
dustrial,  “ knowledge-based ”  economies. 

 The big methodological moves are (1) avoiding a priori schema, (2) working with 
material, collective, environmental situations, and (3) moving from nouns to verbs, 
from things to transformations of things. This includes, by reflexivity, moving from 
working with fixed (i.e., transcendentalized) concepts to putting concepts in play. It 
motivates an approach via ontogenesis. Staying close to the material and collective-
environmental implies making  “ thick ”  experiments in the  “ wild. ”  

 The TML prototypes what I call an atelier-lab, an open space in which affiliates can 
pursue art research without having to constantly defend individual projects in the 
institutional language of disciplines and granting agencies, or in terms of the market. 
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The atelier-lab ’ s raison d ’  ê tre is not to be a facility for the production of art, although 
it does produce media art and software.  32   

 It is not a studio warehousing gear and technicians. It is a lab, building apparatuses 
impelled by certain streams of inquiry. But it is not an engineering research lab, even 
though it accesses the technical expertise necessary to invent solutions to any required 
technical and mathematical depth. Its engineering results are published in the relevant 
professional contexts. It can produce media/installation/movement art and techno-
scientific work that are legible and valued in their home disciplines, which is different 
from asking that these artifacts be evaluated as  “ interdisciplinary ”  work according to 
some less rigorous standard. 

 Streams of Inquiry 
 Like other interdisciplinary  “ labs, ”  the atelier-lab is a transversal machine for the 
production of knowledge. However, it differs from many in two respects: (1) it meets 
disciplines not in a point, but thickly; (2) it provides a place for its affiliates to reorient 
their approach to their production of art and knowledge. 

 Although it adopts no homogeneous method or discipline, the TML in particular 
approaches process-based articulation from the perspective of continuous, material 
experience. Its methods generally sidestep models or representations, because it is 
concerned with noncognitivist experience  33   and unbifurcated ontology.  34   Its philoso-
phy of technology draws on continuum; it processes intuitions rather than algebraic 
schemas and discrete states. 

 Although the atelier-lab is not a production facility for works of art, it does create 
poetic installation-events as a side effect of its research.  35   

 People come to the atelier-lab adept in some technique, such as video editing, real-
time sound programming, real-time video programming, physical computing, archi-
tecture, dance, or interpreting Gilles Simondon and F é lix Guattari. The atelier-lab 
hosts apprentices and expert practitioners to realize experiments requiring collective 
effort, drawing from the practices of the art studio, the engineering laboratory, or the 
preindustrial atelier. Two mottoes flexibly inform the work: (1) Minimax — maximum 
experiential impact for minimum technology inserted into a situation; and (2) Art all 
the way down — crossing the boundary between art and craft to open up black-boxed 
technology, to expose and rework conceptual framing assumptions that are normally 
tacit when used off-the-shelf by artists, scholars, or scientists. Even naturalized pro-
cesses like physics of materials, computation, and social structure may be put in play. 

 Art Research versus Art Practice 

 What Is Research in Contemporary Art? 
 Research in the arts is quite different from research in engineering, which in turn is 
different from scientific research. It is more akin to the humanities in its attention to 
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the particular rather than the systemic. However, it creates knowledge via aesthetic as 
well as critical inquiry, and engages material and embodied experience as well as 
concepts. 

 Like other modes of research, art research generates portable knowledge: insights 
and how-to ’ s learned in the context of one art research project can be applied in a 
different one by another artist. Like research in other domains, art research has its 
own archive; but whereas historians use textual archives and anthropologists materials 
gathered in fieldwork, art research ’ s  “ body of literature ”  is the corpus of prior works 
and the critical commentaries surrounding them. Like other research, art research is 
open-ended: one cannot declare in advance what the  “ deliverable ”  will be. If one 
already knew the answer, one would not need to do the research. 

 Art research is not the same as art practice. Not every artist shares her working 
knowledge with her peers, nor need she. Art practices range widely. A large part of 
their vitality comes from their autonomous ways of making. 

 In art research, experienced artists mentor less experienced artists as potential peers, 
not just as hired hands. Art research is reflection upon practice. Its fruits are not pre-
sented in galleries, theaters, or other exhibition venues, nor are they directly or neces-
sarily for art production. Mentoring in art research has the quality of individual 
mentoring in the humanities. Art research generates questions, opens up frames of 
reference, and rigorously investigates questions concerning value (as opposed to fact), 
desire, and imagination, questions that transform or break genre and even the frame 
of art. 

 Art research can amplify social and cultural commentary but along aesthetic and 
poetic as well as critical dimensions. Rather than promoting a particular methodology, 
it can draw general knowledge from the creation of things or events. An invaluable 
aspect of art research is that it rigorously investigates the cultural and human imagi-
nary in the way that philosophy investigates social and individual knowledge: by 
constructing precise and memorable questions about what may perhaps have been 
taken for granted. 

 What Is Practice in Contemporary Art? 
 The strength of contemporary art practice lies in how diversely art is made today. 
Contemporary art practice includes (1) object making by artisans based on inherited 
folk knowledge, (2) commercial work in all media by professionals in global or global-
izing markets, (3) objects and performances created for galleries, private collections, 
or venues sponsored largely by private wealth, (4) works subsidized by public money 
for public display, (5) nonreproducible events or objects made by collectives for par-
ticular places and situations .   .   . I focus here on North American art practices situated 
in contemporary economies. To practice art necessarily includes the question of how 
one makes a living doing such creative cultural work. The situation in Quebec and 
Canada has unique qualities. 
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 Artists work as individuals, in collectives, or in institutions like universities. The 
academy brings both benefit and handicap. On the one hand, it provides shelter from 
the commodity market and the imperative of adhering to conventional forms of art 
or ways of making art; on the other hand, institutional funding norms and perfor-
mance metrics based on publication and exhibition can leaden the work. 

 Some North American artists make a living by selling their own work; others by 
work related to craft expertise in service to the design of other creative projects; still 
others from work largely unrelated to the skills relevant to their art practice. Some 
more established artists incorporate and direct teams of executants or subcontractors, 
and may not be engaged in material production themselves. Their work is largely 
conceptual, directorial, and managerial. Some of the more prominent artists work 
essentially on the model of for-profit corporations. Some artists choose to work in 
collectives or networks outside the formal economy and often outside North American 
or western European cultural spheres. These collectives exist in a hybrid of gift and 
public-subsidy economies. Some artists do not make the majority of their income from 
their art work. They may be employed in public cultural institutions, advertising, 
schools, or in service sector jobs. In every era, artists whose experimental practices do 
not fit into institutional categories of art do not expect to sustain themselves from 
their work. 

 Many artists in Montreal and Quebec show their work in conventional galleries, 
thanks to provincial and federal support and to an active community of curators and 
audiences. Academic artists also diffuse their work via teaching, writing, and curating. 
They participate in an alternative cultural economy, reflecting on personal work and 
exchanging insights with academics and creative practitioners in neighboring 
disciplines. 

 A large portion of art is produced by people who may not identify themselves as 
artists.  36   

 Public Institutional Context: Research Creation in Quebec, Canada 
 In 2000, the province of Quebec ’ s Fund for Research in Society and Culture (FQRSC) 
pioneered a program to fund research by university-based artists on an equal footing 
with sciences and humanities. The FQRSC called the activity that it intended to fund 
 recherche-cr é ation , which it characterized as: 

 les activit é s ou d é marches de recherche favorisant la cr é ation ou l ’ interpr é tation d ’ oeuvres lit-

t é raires ou artistiques de quelque type que ce soit. Dans le cadre de ce programme, l ’ interpr é tation 

est analogue  à  la cr é ation et ne peut  ê tre comprise comme une d é marche intellectuelle d ’ analyse 

d ’ une oeuvre ou des r é alisations d ’ un cr é ateur.  37   

 This program later inspired a national program (2004 – 2007) at the Canadian Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). The SSHRC had a programmatic 
motivation for its research-creation fund: 
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 Alternatives: An environmental scan was conducted to identify similar programs in Canada and 

abroad. Aside from initiatives by the Fonds qu é b é cois de la recherche sur la soci é t é  et la culture, 

there is no comparable program in terms of total investments in research/creation projects 

($13.4 million), size (an award value of up to $250,000 per project), scope (nearly 100 individuals 

from a wide range of artistic disciplines funded during the five-year pilot phase), and tenure of 

funding (three years). Survey responses echoed the lack of comparables, but cited provincial 

government, university, and federal government sources as potential (though not equivalent) 

resources.  38   

 The Topological Media Lab in Montreal has become home to a rich nexus that over 
six years has sustained some 60 graduate students, artists, and scholars working in 
creative research that may be described as transversal (in Deleuzian terms) or refractive 
(in Karen Barad ’ s). The TML is unique in its equally strong emphasis on depth in three 
areas of practice: text-based experimental and speculative philosophy, artistic/poetic 
expression, and technical/engineering craft. Most laboratories or studios still privilege 
either textual readings, engineering, or studio art.  39   

 People 
 How do people affiliate with an atelier-lab? Not being part of any department, the 
Topological Media Lab does not offer courses. Students come by word of mouth from 
all disciplines: computational media arts, electroacoustics, fiber arts, philosophy, cul-
tural studies, communication, anthropology, architecture, design, French or English 
literature, computer science, electrical engineering. Affiliates enter at all levels: as 
undergraduate students, master ’ s students, PhDs, postdoctoral fellows, experienced 
scholars or artists. 

 Students come once their classroom studies are largely over. However, exceptional 
students have entered at the beginning of their undergraduate studies. For some, the 
atelier serves as an oasis in a program, discipline, or world that seemingly has no place 
for them. 

 Others come after a first career whose institutional or disciplinary bounds they wish 
to exceed, attracted by productions and documentation that demonstrate the aesthetic 
and genre-crossing work of the atelier.  40   Researchers with ethnographic interest in the 
TML ’ s ecology of practices have taken up multiyear residencies.  41   The observed regards 
the observer. 

 Prospective affiliates are told that this is not a short affiliation. It takes a year to 
get to know people, to know oneself in the milieu, to understand not just how to but 
why to do things a certain way. 

 Modes of Understanding in Practice 
 Over time, different modes of understanding in practice have become important for 
the sort of art research that the atelier-lab sustains: unlearning, apprenticing, taking 
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a leading role, directing, writing. Not everyone experiences these modes of under-
standing in the same sequence. 

  Unlearning  involves relinquishing conceptual frames: letting go of cognitivism, the 
computational equivalence  42   conceit, commodity and utility rationales, market logic 
predicated on scarcity calculus, or networks, as adequate models or topoi.  43   It also 
implies unlearning practices: letting go of solipsistic habits, procedural programming, 
and ego therapy or ego announcement, as modes of art practice. 

  Apprenticing  means working as a volunteer on experiments or projects defined by 
faculty or experienced affiliates. Some exercises may be defined as stand-alone projects 
on which no TML research or production depends critically. The atelier-lab assumes 
that people arrive with some expertise. After some preliminary orienting work, a 
person may act as an understudy to an experienced affiliate responsible for a particular 
aspect of a collective project (a  “ leading role ” ). Every core creator (developer, in engi-
neering ontology) in the atelier-lab should be able to cover for another via job rotation, 
and develop the capacity to work collectively in depth. Through their apprenticeship, 
affiliates learn how to move beyond single-ego expression, as they absorb the accu-
mulated atelier-lab ’ s knowledge and technique. 

 This does not always work in practice. The gap between talking about a work ethos 
and effective practice cannot be bridged by merely assembling sociologists and artists. 
The atelier-lab ’ s respect for expertise is coherent with a working ethos of not disciplin-
ing the apprentice to act in a transdisciplinary way. What is required is mentoring, 
which must constantly adjust to varying research contexts, individual aspirations, and 
microsocial dynamics. This is an inefficient way to produce artifacts, but a good way 
to produce persons. 

 An affiliate who has demonstrated commitment and reliability  takes on a leading 
role  in collective projects. Some become resident experts in techniques codeveloped 
with the experimental apparatus. 

 There is a significant jump to the responsibilities of directing and writing.  Directing  
means inventing some research question or a vision that exceeds any one project, but 
also having some idea of how it might be realized. It is difficult to discover a vision 
that is not merely derivative, a permutation — what Georgina Born calls  “ decorative ”  
art-science. It is even more challenging to find questions and voicings that evoke and 
warrant collective attention and energy. A director enrolls fellow creators to help 
realize his or her experiment or work. Discussions with experienced members of the 
atelier-lab and its Director determine whether a particular project constitutes an 
atelier-lab ’ s project, drawing on collective energy, material, and capital resources. 

  Writing and publishing  is another mode of understanding that fits uneasily with art 
practice and art-based graduate studies. There is no easy road leading from the inven-
tion, design, and development of apparatus or experiment to critical and theoretical 
discourse in writing. 
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 Synchronic Description of Roles 
 Over the past ten years four prototypical roles have evolved: apprentices (newbies), 
research assistants, research staff (researchers), and peer artists or scholars. Apprentices 
are often undergraduate students who volunteer in an existing project. Unlike fabrica-
tion work for studio artists, art research constitutes not merely a set of work-for-hire 
relations, but an intellectual, affective, and symbolic ecology. Research staff are paid 
to maintain and build group knowledge across generations of students and projects. 
Graduate research assistants design, manage, and carry out research projects. Experi-
enced affiliates take the initiative to deepen and extend specific research responding 
to the general themes of the atelier-lab. They work on each other ’ s projects and take 
turns directing work. Mature artists or scholars propose projects to be hosted at the 
atelier-lab. They form an international network sharing an ethos, aesthetics, and 
philosophical inquiries that substantiate and extend the atelier-lab ’ s research themes. 
The atelier-lab partly models theater production, in which all the crafts combine for 
the purpose of making an event or an installation. 

 The model includes heterogeneous practices and an explicit set of roles ranging 
from gofer and understudy to master craftsperson (e.g., in costume or lighting design) 
and event designer (e.g., directors, composers, and choreographer). 

 Between 2001 and 2011, the TML hosted more than 100  “ highly qualified profes-
sionals ”  (HQP), interdisciplinary PhD, master ’ s, MFA, and undergraduate students. 
However, institutional class does not correlate neatly with roles in the atelier-lab. 
Whereas roles in projects are legible to funders, less project-oriented work — say, an 
MFA ’ s poetic occupation of space using DIY electronics, or a doctoral collective ’ s read-
ings of philosophy — is hard to sustain, and is perpetually distracted by funded projects 
or external commissions. What gets privileged by projects normed along engineering 
or some social scientific methodologies is work that can be cast into problem, method, 
solution, rather than poetic or rigorous investigation. 

 What Does an Atelier-Lab Produce? 
 Although the atelier-lab produces media works and software, its primary  “ products ”  
are experiments (events) and more experienced people. It ’ s inadequate to think of the 
atelier-lab in terms of projects instead of areas of inquiry motivated by synthetic ques-
tions or visions. These streams of inquiry are patterned by seminar and reading groups 
and visitors.  44      

 Organizing activities around evolving yet historically connected areas of inquiry, 
rather than being driven by calls for proposals, avoids Brownian-motion jumps from 
application to application, or being herded toward the mediocre centers of the Gauss-
ian distributions that reflect social, academic, industrial, or cultural fashion. Projects 
like the TML ’ s WYSIWYG sonic weaving, Ouija intentional and collective movement 
experiment, and Memory + Place seminar/experiment exemplify what I call  thick 
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transversality , in which the intersection between the project and a given discipline on 
one hand is a substantial constituent of the project and, on the other, represents a 
substantial contribution in the intersected disciplines. 

 Projects often culminate in, or are punctuated by, workshops  45   with internal team 
members, the atelier-lab ’ s local constituency in the university and the city, and prac-
titioners and theorists from around the world. 

 Political Economy, Knowledge and Reputation Capitals 
 The TML is not a production facility for individual art projects: it is a place for build-
ing sketches and experiments with larger ambition and impact, which requires the 
collective talent, expertise, and energy of a small team. 

 Building Social Capital 
 The  “  N  + 1 ”  ethic: A small group of  N  peers aspires to create  N  + 1 works, in each of which 
the collaborators are by turn the conceptual lead/responsible agent, and including at least 
one additional project that the collaborators would not have accomplished on their own. 

 Citation: Scholarly communities over the past 700 years have developed a precise 
and refined citation practice to trace their flow of works and acts of imagination by 
name and moment in a non-Maussian gift economy. Knowledge circulates and grows 
in these small moments and denominations: the phrase, the paragraph, three lines of 
handy code, a fabric switch materializing a different thought about connection, the 
hypothesis of a theorem, one video segment providing the texture to seed a synthesis.  46   

 Figure 7.9 
 Plant Life Support System in the Topological Media Lab. Illustration by Jane Tingley. 
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 Affiliates credit peers and mentors for the ideas they offer or the prototypes they 
demonstrate. Acknowledgments will be scaled to the significance of the contribution 
relative to the final work. I require practitioners to adopt the citation practice of the 
scholarly community. This is not an argument for or against the notion of originality; 
it is about rewarding and publicly acknowledging help and, conversely, being tangibly 
rewarded, in terms of social capital, for giving knowledge to a colleague.  47   

 Coauthoring papers simultaneously constitutes deeper critical engagement between 
mentor and student, and rewards all parties with public credit. 

 Dissonances and Assonances 
  Art research is not art production . Atelier-lab research investigates phenomena and philo-
sophical questions, in the mode of art  “ all the way down ”  — all layers of  “ craft ”  are 
subject to artistic interrogation. Experiments are installation-events to be encountered 
corporeally. They should be built not only to standards of engineering or scientific 
lab work, but to the much more stringent standard of the performing arts: when it is 
show time, no one can wait for the computer to reboot. In-house installation-events 
that are regarded as experiments are not built for an art gallery or a theater. They are 
built neither for an audience (an epideixic relation) nor to determine an empirical 
truth (an apodeixic relation of sorts). This surfaces another ethical stance of the work 
of the atelier-lab: we creators should (wish to) inhabit what we create for others. The 
erasure of distinctions between composer, performer, and spectator as bodied agents 
is not only an academic, analytic, or political issue but an ethical one as well. 

  Engineering research is not technology development . Unlike many applied engineering 
or tech-art labs, the TML starts with art research questions and philosophical ques-
tions, and then tries to build the apparatus in which to experimentally explore those 
questions. Practical questions emerge out of making installations that in turn are 
inspired by conceptual and ethico-aesthetic aspirations. Some of those practical ques-
tions or problems yield conceptual and frame questions that exceed the particular 
event. These become themes that can motivate long-running research initiatives. The 
atelier-lab does not take a given piece of technology from the market and then try to 
find artistic applications for it, as defined by commodity markets. Instead, it works 
more like a low-budget version of a high-energy physics lab, in which fundamental 
research questions motivate the improvisation of new technologies that in turn inflect 
theories and experiments. 

 Contrary to how many humanists and artists understand engineering as an aca-
demic discipline, it does not reduce to coding, or soldering sensors into microproces-
sors, any more than painting reduces simply to mixing pigments. Engineering research 
includes systematic familiarization with the literature and with contemporary disci-
plinary practice; finding new methods, new algorithms, new configurations of devices, 
new theories; and finding skilled people to solve problems in their discipline. The sort 
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of basic programming needed by other labs can and should be done by exceptional 
undergraduate students, but the real work is to design the behavior of machines, to 
understand something. 

  Project  ≠  experiment  ≠  design  ≠  line of inquiry . Unlike a stream of inquiry, projects 
have definite scope, beginning and ending dates, audience, a deliverable. Projects are 
expected to succeed. Usually a project has a team whose members are formally identi-
fied and charged with specific areas of responsibility. In an experiment, a negative or 
disconfirming result is just as useful as a positive one. Design does not have to have 
a hypothesis generating knowledge. A stream of inquiry may endure for as long as the 
question remains vitally unanswered: streams persist across generations of students. 
Projects define, periodize, chapterize the work, sometimes as an artifact of competitive 
funding programs and grant cycles. Sometimes what starts as a project may become 
a (set of) research line(s). There is no average case; no hard-and-fast category. They 
evolve as the atelier-lab evolves.  48   

   “ Accountability ”  and  “ transparency. ”   As Born and Barry point out, the logic of 
accountability can often lead to less, not more, innovation or creativity.  49   A university 
that only a generation ago was structured as a teaching institution for the working 
class had a bureaucratic machinery inadequate to competing for and administering 
public grants. Its response to the logics of accountability and transparency led to a 
metastasis of internal micro-oversight and a highly inefficient distribution of book-
keeping work to individual researchers, and even graduate students. Lacking experi-
ence with administration of research, the university did not keep an adequate amount 
of overhead for central services and infrastructure. Consequently, research staff and 
research dollars were squandered, when information was in fact centrally available 
and could have been managed centrally. This has led to unsustainable demands for 
hyperdocumentation, in which for every dollar spent on a research grant, another 
dollar is spent on metadocumentation. 

 Throwing money at academic artists without adequate understanding among 
faculty about what new modes of work are afforded by  “ research creation ”  yields only 
larger studios and more hired hands doing work-for-hire work. More monitoring and 
reporting does not yield deeper, more innovative, or more life-changing or practice-
changing work. Refining Born and Barry ’ s analysis of the logics of interdisciplinarity, 
there is accountability to private sponsors, as well as accountability to the public in 
the guise of the state. These accountabilities have quite different form. Accounting 
measures as presently instituted can readily measure only formal features of the work, 
such as numbers of presentations at specific venues or professional societies. The same 
limitation holds for measures of people. To be valued, every professor in an art school 
need not be a paragon studio artist and teacher and researcher. The ostensibly neutral 
administrative practice of adding to the criteria of teaching and learning a criterion 
called  “ research ”  encourages faculty to further divide their energies, and mimic alien 
modes of practice. Under perceived pressure when the administration declares that 
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the strategic function of the university includes research, an artist acting according to 
some externalist conception of a  “ researcher ”  — whether modeled on imagined labora-
tory science or, less commonly, on the imagined humanities — may willfully detach a 
label for a concept from its context of practice and scholarly genealogy but not rec-
ognize or respond to all the conceptual commitments and caveats attached to it, 
because she or he is not familiar with the scholarly fields of discourse and practice 
associated with that concept. 

 To sum up, much institutional friction drags research activity into merely going 
through the mechanical motions of research activity — content-free  “ zombie research ”  — 
a mechanical permutation of dematerialized, evacuated concepts, together with a 
jumbling of technologies or technical works with no attention to epistemic frames. 

  Institutional program . A master ’ s degree involves mastering a field and its literature, 
not an extra year of programming. A PhD is not a longer, funded MFA. Nor should a 
PhD modeled on the humanities target narrow, technically bounded research assis-
tantships or allow itself to be driven by grants. The lab should define its research 
agenda around areas of inquiry. It welcomes affiliates to an open space in which to 
develop and extend those areas, in coordination with their own growth. Projects and 
proposals for projects emerge out of this. Out of the projects we develop proposals to 
available funding bodies at the appropriate times. Hexagram, CIAM, and our home 
institution ’ s internal seed grants subsidize this most significant cambium of explor-
atory research.  50   

  Accountability to private sponsors . Premature attempts to convert research creation 
into intellectual property or even commodity tend to muzzle the articulation of fresh 
ideas. Hexagram members who were entrepreneurial artists or had some training in 
engineering, but no actual experience in industry at a strategic level, advocated  “ intel-
lectual property ”  as a way to make the network successful in the eyes of its board 
drawn from industry. The Hexagram research-creation network ’ s  “ Funding Competi-
tion Evaluation Criteria ”  (2007) explained the foundation ’ s context for research/
creation in the following terms: 

 Hexagram ’ s mission is to support innovation in the field of digital content through research, 

creation, training, experimentation, production and dissemination activities based on original 

forms of communication and expression driven by new technologies. In short, the Institute ’ s 

mission is to stimulate and enhance research and creation artistic activities using new technolo-

gies .   .   . [pooling] a critical mass of university researchers. .   .   . Hexagram also serves as a bridge 

between university research and a variety of non-university-related communities and sectors; it 

promotes the transfer of research in new media and technology at the local, national and inter-

national levels. .   .   . Hexagram ’ s objectives are: 

  •    To foster the development of content in media arts and technologies through systematic 

exploration and experimentation using new technologies; 

  •    To enable researcher/members and managers to .   .   . [discover] ways in which digital technology 

can be used to enhance communication and artistic expression; 
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  •    To encourage contemporary artistic practices based on .   .   . needs .   .   . in .   .   . film and digital televi-

sion, interactive games, performing arts, and interactive multimedia (educational and cultural). .   .   . 

  •    To .   .   . train multidisciplinary professionals to understand .   .   . new media and manage innova-

tive projects in order to contribute to the development of an industry in this field; 

  •    To stimulate interdisciplinary research and .   .   . collaboration between people from .   .   . artistic, 

scientific, technological and engineering [fields].  51   

 Hexagram specifically justified its support from the private sector by valorizing com-
mercializability and the transfer of results to the commercial sector. However, it 
defined the notions of commercialization and transfer extremely broadly (at least by 
US standards): 

 Enhancement (recognition and validation of the research) has a broad meaning within Hexa-

gram. Research is enhanced when its results are presented outside of the workshop or laboratory, 

when they are commercialized, once the research is introduced and shared with the community, 

when it becomes the basis of subsequent research or when the research is modified for com-

mercialization. .   .   . Some project components created in Hexagram can be used by other researcher/

members, organizations, outside individual users .   .   . or by companies. It can be code fragments, 

material components .   .   .   , specific technological expertise .   .   .   , transposing an object which was 

initially created for artistic purposes into a design product, tools or databases created. .    .    . The 

transfer can be done directly, or through seminars (workshops, .   .   .). [Each possibility] represents 

an opportunity to network with outside partners.  52   

 The  “ Hexagram Fund Guidelines ”  (2005 – 2006) laid out the criteria of innovation and 
of transferability potential: 

 a)    “ Innovation ”  is defined to include: 

  •    the development of an innovation or framework for artistic or technological content in rela-

tion to a specific technology .   .   .   ; 

  •    the creation of new tools (software, hardware, interfaces); 

  •    a novel combination of existing technologies; 

  •    the production of artistic content using one or more technologies that have never been used 

in an artistic context; and the development of new uses for existing technologies. 

  “ Transferability ”  will also be taken into account in project evaluation and is understood to mean: 

  •    the degree to which research activities are aimed at meeting .   .   . identified needs in the sectors 

targeted by [Hexagram]; or 

  •    the degree to which the essential aspects of the project can be included and incorporated into 

research in similar or different fields (inside or outside Hexagram and the university setting).  53   

 However, naive expectations of generating income from  “ intellectual property ”  and 
patents ignored the lessons from the 1990s and 2000s that most academic research, 
even marked by patents, generated little profit for the host institutions.  54   

  Authorship . There is a structural conflict between the need to establish oneself and 
the need for amplification of one ’ s work by recruiting collective strength. The basic 
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disincentive to collective work is that institutions evaluate individuals on individual 
CVs, not collectives. 

  The thermodynamic equilibrium problem . The patient building up of a rich practice, 
thoughtful reorientation, and multipolar relations in a protected sociotechnical space 
can be undone when the rate of diffusion between labs is high. When a student 
achieves some technical mastery, she also becomes employable by neighboring or 
copycat labs. Implementing a work-for-hire project for a research program with nor-
matizing thought is easy to justify by the student and the poacher. This happens when 
the technically proficient student is just beginning to develop the judgment that 
informs the radical ethico-aesthetic work of the atelier-lab. 

 The atelier-lab can avoid poaching by remaining under the radars of utility and 
technocultural fashion. But the very norms informing the institutional policies gener-
ous enough to sustain substantial art research sustain poachers as well. Lateral migra-
tion to average labs gives average students good exposure to average practices and 
normatizing conventions. However, this leads to a fragmentation of attention and 
effort, making it almost impossible to realize substantial or substantially novel work. 
The exposure to Gaussian normalization/normatization yields what I call a thermo-
dynamic equilibrium problem: too high a rate of diffusion of people and ideas across 
organism boundaries makes it proportionately difficult to create significant, novel 
forms that stand out against noise or uniformity. 

 The conundrum is that in order to attract funding one needs to hew to the Gauss-
ian mean and expose oneself to mass norms and the consequent thermodynamic 
equilibrium problem. Since its transplantation to Montreal, the TML was able to 
build — as a planned side effect — an apparatus for philosophically motivated ethico-
aesthetic experiment. This was validated in 2009 when a philosopher (David Morris) 
approached the TML to collaboratively build a noncognitivist experiment on memory, 
place, and identity, taking into account the substantial alternatives enabled by Merleau-
Ponty and Husserl. Using the transversal techniques available in the lab, the memory-
place group ’ s researchers from philosophy and computational media are building an 
experimental process more attuned to the phenomena and reflexively aware of how 
apparatus and protocol can preschematize observation. This work is extremely slow, 
and yields little glamour in the intersected disciplines. 

 When imitation leads to zombie work, or makes zombies of organisms-that-person 
(to borrow from Arakawa and Gins),  55   when the ratio of drones to dancing bees grows 
too large, perhaps it is time to swarm. But to what fields and ecosystems should a hive 
swarm? Perhaps we can ameliorate the thermodynamic diffusion problem by imagin-
ing and realizing weedier ecologies. There is little we can predict. Therefore we may 
as well experiment and improvise in the maelstrom of intersecting ecologies, and 
discover what works for ourselves. This may be a tactical attitude more akin to de 
Certeau than to aikido. 
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not admit life. But, starting with ingredients from nonatomistic topology and measure theory, 
we obtain a lightest articulation of life, with no claim to adequacy. We address this in chapter 5. 

 This suggests a reinterpretation of some fundamental projects of Deleuze in the  Logic of 
Sense ,  Difference and Repetition , and  Le pli . But these considerations extend beyond the scope of 
this book. 

 7   Practices: Apparatus and Atelier 
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author at the Graphics, Visualization, and Usability Center at Georgia Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta, and moved to Concordia University and the Hexagram research-creation network in 
Montreal in 2005. 
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 42.   Stephen Wolfram,  A New Kind of Science  (Champaign, Ill.: Wolfram Media, 2002). 

 43.   Of course, what is adequate means quite different things in science and literary theory. 

 44.   Streams of inquiry include movement and gesture (epitomized by the Ouija experiment, Sha 
and Montanaro, 2007); nonanthropocentric phenomenology and the built environment, with 
two subareas: psychology and architecture (H. Wild, L. Tillett), and temporal textures (H. Smoak, 
P. Harrop); technologies of performance with subareas: real-time video, real-time sound, sensing/
sensor feature extraction, pattern tracking, and softwear: wearable, active textiles and jewelry, 
and continuous state-based media choreography; memory, place, identity (D. Morris, Sha) and 
the technologies of memory; nonanthropocentric ecology and economics, which comprises a 
seminar on Spinoza, Bateson, and Guattari; and the Plant Life Support System project for semi-
automating the watering of plants and sensing of plant health. Seminars include Topological 
Media 2005 – 2007, SenseLab 2005 – 2006 (Deleuze), Soft Architecture 2007 – 2009 (Alexander, Gins, 
and Arakawa), Simondon 2008, Memory + Place + Identity (Merleau-Ponty, Casey) 2009 – 2010, 
Eco-economics and Vegetal Experience 2010 – 2011 (Spinoza, Bateson, Guattari), and Maths Group 
2010 – 2011 (point set topology, differential geometry, measure theory, geometric measure theory). 
The TML has brought visitors to calibrate and stimulate discussion, such as Benoit Maubrey (Die 
Audio Gruppe / The Audio Ballerinas), Toni Dove (Spectropia and interactive cinema), and Niklas 
Damiris (Art Creation; Money and Quantum Mechanics, The Limits of Sustainability). 

 45.   Workshop themes have included calligraphic video (2007), media choreography (2007), 
computationally activated lighting, pneumatics and kinetic sculpture, guided installation-events, 
and autopoietic systems. 

 46.   Professional mathematicians customarily credit peers for even one expression, one turn of 
logic, one significant line in another article. 

 47.   An affiliate may use any media or code from another affiliate on a TML-identified work. She 
or he is asked to keep the series of names of prior TML contributors, and append her own name 
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to the chain of credits. Work may not be exhibited or cited outside TML until it has been pub-
lished crediting the authors and TML in a peer-reviewed journal, or used in a public, juried event 
of sufficiently international stature. TML technology — media, techniques, gear, space, resources —
 may not be used for any non-TML project, except by permission from the TML creators or 
authors. The object is to build reputation capital to help everyone who affiliates with the Topo-
logical Media Lab over the years. This process acts against the  “ thermodynamic equilibrium 
dilemma ”  in which too rapid diffusion of knowledge and skilled people kills the incentive for 
building up rich relationships and knowledge bases that can yield significant distinctions, and 
instead diffuses energy and innovation to a uniform level of mediocrity. 

 48.   After the experience of producing the TGarden responsive environment in 2001, I 
planted the TML in the institution of the research university because the work needed to 
leverage institutional ecology — administrative support, space, access to innovation research 
funding, the opportunity to mitigate disciplinary education with talented students. However, 
accessing the research and programmatic infrastructure of the academy incurs institutional 
constraints. 

 49.   Georgina Born and Andrew Barry,  “ Art Science, ”   Journal of Cultural Economy  3, no. 1 (2010): 
103 – 119. 

 50.   Hexagram ( http://hexagram.concordia.ca ) is a center based principally in Concordia Univer-
sity and Universit é  du Qu é bec  à  Montr é al for research based on art and technology. It was 
established in 2002 with grants from the Canadian Foundation for Innovation and the Qu é bec 
provincial government to provide state-of-the-art equipment, labs, and technology infrastructure 
for faculty and graduate research. 

 51.   Hexagram,  “ Hexagram Funding Competition Evaluation Criteria, ”  Hexagram-Concordia 
Centre for Research-Creation in Media Arts and Technologies, Montreal, 2007, p. 1. 

 52.   Ibid., 1 – 2. 

 53.   Hexagram,  “ Hexagram Fund Guidelines, ”  Hexagram Fund for University Research and Cre-
ation in Media Arts and Technologies, Montreal, 2005, 2 – 3. 

 54.   See David C. Mowery, Richard Nelson, Bhaven Sampat, and Arvids Ziedonis,  Ivory Tower and 
Industrial Innovation: University-Industry Technology Transfer before and after the Bayh-Dole Act  (Stan-
ford: Stanford Business Books, 2004). 

 55.   Madeline Gins and Sh ǌ saku Arakawa,  Architectural Body  (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama 
Press, 2002). 

 8   Refrain 

 1.   See Tom Standage,  The Mechanical Turk  (London: Allen Lane, 2002); Gaby Wood,  Edison ’ s Eve  
(New York: Knopf, 2002). 

 2.   Epitomized, for example, by  “ cyborg ”  chic in the 1990s era  “ Borg Lab ”  of Steve Mann et al. 
at the MIT Media Lab. 




